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Business Impact Analysis
Regulatory Intent
1. Please briefly describe the draft regulation in plain language.
Please include the key provisions of the regulation as well as any proposed amendments.

INTRODUCTION
Competition for Provider Agreements
Rules 173-3-01, 173-3-04, 173-3-05, and 173-3-09 of the Administrative Code
pertain to provider agreements obtained through open and free competition (i.e.,
competitive bidding), not through provider certification.1 In general, open and free
competition allows a winner to have a provider agreement, while provider
certification allows any willing and qualified provider to have a provider agreement.
Rule 173-3-05 of the Administrative Code is the primary rule of this 4-rule package.
It expounds upon federal codes2 that require open and free competition for provider
agreements. Open and free competition gives any provider that wants a provider
agreement (i.e., a contract or grant) to provide goods or services a fair chance at
obtaining a provider agreement. Because the providers that win provider
agreements do so by offering better goods and services and lower prices, open and
free competition spurs providers to find ways to offer better goods and services and
lower prices.
The three remaining rules of the package cover related topics. Rule 173-3-01 of the
Administrative Code introduces Chapter 173-3 of the Administrative Code and
defines terms used in the chapter. Rule 173-3-04 of the Administrative Code
regulates provider agreements in general (e.g., limits to multi-year provider
agreements). Rule 173-3-09 of the Administrative Code regulates appeals for when
a bidder doesn’t win a provider agreement with an area agency on aging (AAA) and
has already appealed the matter to the AAA.

Goals of Rule Proposals
1. Highlight Options for Open and Free Competition: The primary goal of this
rule package is to eliminate the need for AAAs to use the sealed-bidding method
for open and free competition. The method costs AAAs more than other methods
because it requires more administration. The method also costs providers more
for the same reason.
1

There are 2 routes for doing business with ODA. (1) A provider who provides goods or services to consumers who are
enrolled in a Medicaid waiver program must become certified by ODA in order for ODA to reimburse the provider for its
expenses. In order to become certified, the provider must comply with the conditions of participation listed in rule 173-39-02 of
the Administrative Code. (2) A provider who provides services to consumers who are enrolled in ODA’s non-Medicaid-funded
programs (e.g., Alzheimer’s Respite or Older Americans Act Programs) must enter into a provider agreement with an area
agency on aging in order for the programs to pay the providers for their expenses. Every provider agreement must contain the
mandatory clauses in rule 173-3-06 of the Administrative Code (which are very similar to the conditions of participation in rule
173-39-02 of the Administrative Code). It is necessary to “win” a round of competitive bidding in order to enter into such a
provider agreement. Many providers provide goods and services to both consumers who are enrolled in Medicaid waiver
programs and in non-Medicaid funded programs. Accordingly, many providers are simultaneously working under rules for
certified providers and for providers under provider agreements.
2
See ODA’s response to #3 of this BIA.
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Although the current version of rule 173-3-05 of the Administrative Code does not
mention sealed bidding, it implies that sealed bidding is required. That is because
the rule details a request-for-proposal process that is part of sealed bidding. ODA
believes that AAAs regularly procure goods and services by sealed bidding
because of current language in rule 173-3-05 of the Administrative Code.
Therefore, ODA is proposing to adopt a new rule 173-3-05 of the Administrative
Code that clearly indicates that sealed bidding is not always required. What the
federal law requires is open and free competition and the federal law also gives
AAAs a few ways to achieve the open and free competition. ODA intends to
highlight those ways in the rule.
One of the non-sealed-bidding methods is a small-purchase method. It is similar
to the way a homeowner would shop for a plumber. If the homeowner wanted to
contract with a plumber, he or she would contact a few plumbers and choose,
discuss needs and prices, then hire the plumber who offered to do the job
correctly for the lowest cost.
Federal law permits an AAA to use the small-purchase methods for services that
cost less than $100,000. In rural parts of the state, most provider agreements
would be for less than $100,000. An AAA with a mostly-rural planning and
service area may be able to use the small-purchase methods for most of their
provider agreements. This would be a significant reduction in administrative costs
for the AAA and the providers.
One way that ODA proposes to highlight the small-purchase method is by stating
the threshold amount in the rule.
2. Clarify When, and By What Authority, An AAA May Use Non-Competitive
Procurement: The current version of rule 173-3-05 of the Administrative Code
contained language that said an AAA could ask ODA for permission to not offer
open and free competition. Federal law outlines situations under which an AAA
may forego open and free competition. An AAA does not need to ask ODA for
permission to forego open and free competition in those situations. Under other
situations, federal law requires AAAs to use open and free competition. ODA
cannot waive the federal law. Therefore, ODA is proposing to remove that
language from the rule.
3. Make Rule 173-3-04 More Readable: ODA is proposing to organize the rule
173-3-04 of the Administrative Code under new sub-titles.
4. Clarify the Providers’ Modes of Business under ODA Programs: The
introduction to Chapter 173-3 of the Administrative Code in the current version of
rule 173-3-01 of the Administrative Code implies that some providers are
certified, while other providers are not. However, that is not the case.
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Providers can enter many lines of business and often are both certified and noncertified at once. This doesn’t compare to being licensed and unlicensed at once,
which wouldn’t be possible. Instead, it means that they serve consumers who are
enrolled in multiple ODA-administered programs: (1) Some programs refer
business to providers through a process that involves provider certification. Any
willing provider may provide the service so long as the provider meets the
conditions of participation for that program. (2) Other programs procure goods
and services from providers by allowing providers to compete for the business.
A provider may provide one service (e.g., an adult day service) to consumers
who are enrolled in a variety of programs all at once. For example, some
consumers could be enrolled in a Medicaid-waiver program like the PASSPORT,
Choices, or Assisted Living Programs. Providers who serve these consumers do
so as certified providers. Other consumers could receive services from the
Alzheimer’s Respite or Older Americans Act Programs. Providers who serve
these consumers do so as non-certified providers. A provider that serves
consumers who are enrolled in the PASSPORT Program and who receive
services through the Older Americans Act are providing one service through two
means at once: certified and uncertified.

Occasion for Rule Review
Section 119.032 of the Revised Code requires ODA to review each rule no later than
the rule’s assigned review date, although on September 12, 2103, JCARR granted a
request to extend ODA’s deadlines by 180 days. Accordingly, ODA has reviewed the
rules 173-3-01, 173-3-04, 173-3-05, and 173-3-09 of the Administrative Code either
before their review dates or before the extended review dates.

Clarification
For the purposes of this BIA, the business that faces an adverse impact as
described in section 107.52 of the Revised Code, is a provider of community-based
long-term care services. In this BIA, ODA will simply refer to such a business as
“provider.” The AAAs are often called “ODA’s designees” because ODA designates
them as AAAs under the Older Americans Act. The grants that ODA receives from
the federal government through the Older Americans Act, it sub-grants to the AAAs,
which in turn use open and free competition to procure services from providers.
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RULE-BY-RULE DETAILS
173-3-05 (primary rule of 4-rule package)
ODA is proposing to rescind the rule and, simultaneously, to adopt a new rule of the
same number. By replacing this rule, ODA is proposing to:
1. Change the title from “Competitive bidding process” to “Procuring goods and
services by open and free competition.” “Competition” is a term the title in 45
C.F.R. 74.43 (10-01-2013 edition) and a sub-title under 45 C.F.R. 92.36 (1001-2013 edition).3
2. Cite the edition numbers of the C.F.R. citations in the rule to comply with
section 121.75 of the Revised Code. {E.g., “(10-01-2013 edition)”}
3. Move language regarding debarred providers from this rule to rule 173-3-04
of the Administrative Code.
4. Highlight that there are four methods for using federal funds to procure
service: 3 of which are competitive. The rule now lists by name and
explanation “small-purchase procurement,” “sealed-bidding procurement,”
and “competitive-proposals procurement.”
5. Structure the rule so that exemptions that appear in the federal code also
appear in the rule.
6. Add language to state an AAA’s responsibilities under Section 306(a)(7)(B)(ii)
of the Older Americans Act of 1965, 79 Stat. 210, 42 U.S.C. 3001, as
amended in 2006, to “facilitate the provision, by service providers, of longterm care in home and community-based settings.” This will come into play if
the AAA determines that only one entity can provide the good or services they
want to procure—whether the one entity is a provider or the AAA itself.
7. Add a new paragraph (D) of the rule that says the AAA shall repay ODA if it
violates federal procurement requirements, including improperly procuring
goods or services through a non-competitive process.

173-3-01
ODA is proposing to amend the rule to:
1. Add clarity to the introduction to Chapter 173-3 of the Administrative Code in
paragraph (A) of the rule. The current language in the paragraph implies that
a provider was either a certified provider or a non-certified provider. Instead,
most providers provide services to consumers through ODA-administered
programs that require certification and other ODA-administered programs that
do not require certification.
3

See ODA’s response under question #3 of this BIA for more information on federal rules.
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2. State that the definitions in rule 173-3-01 apply to both chapters 173-3 and
173-4 of the Administrative Code. Chapter 173-4 of the Administrative Code
contains rules for nutrition programs and nutrition-related services for which
an AAA procures through provider agreements. Those provider agreements
are subject to the rules in Chapter 173-3 of the Administrative Code, so it
makes sense for one set of definitions to cover both chapters. When ODA
reviews rule 173-4-01 of the Administrative Code later this year, this will allow
ODA to remove duplicative definitions.
3. Replace the definition of “Assistance with self-administration of medication”
with the following: “...has the same meaning as in paragraph (C) of rule 472313-02 of the Administrative Code when the assistance is provided by an
unlicensed person.” This is in response to a comment that ODA received
during its public-comment period. ODA will now cite the Ohio Board of
Nursing’s rule, which is the state’s authority on what a licensed vs.,
unlicensed person can perform in this area.
4. Highlight, in paragraph (B)(2) of the rule that ODA lists every AAA in rule 1732-04 of the Administrative Code.
5. Replace the definition for “family caregiver” with the more-commonly-used
“caregiver.” Technically, the terms have the same meaning.
6. Amend the definition of “plan of treatment” because developing a plan of
treatment now falls into the scope of practice of healthcare professional other
than just physicians. (e.g., physician assistants, certified nurse practitioners)
7. Add a helpful statement to the end of the definition of “self-employed
provider.” The statement would say, “(Chapter 173-39 of the Administrative
Code refers to a self-employed provider as a ‘non-agency provider’.)” ODA
proposed to add the statement after the public-comment period.
8. Add a definition for “planning and service area.”
9. Define “RFP” as “request for proposal.”

173-3-04
ODA is proposing to amend the rule to:
1. Add sub-titles to help readers thumb through the rule. (E.g., “Authority,”
“Federal uniform financial and program management requirements,”
“Purchase-of-service provider agreements,” “Cost-reimbursement provider
agreements,”
“No
retroactive
provider
agreements,”
“Debarred providers,” “Not earning funds,” and “Multi-year provider
agreement limitations.”)
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2. Organize paragraphs under the new sub-titles.
3. Move language regarding debarred providers from rule 173-3-05 of the
Administrative Code to this rule—under the sub-title “Debarred providers.”
4. Cite the edition numbers of the C.F.R. citations in the rule to comply with
section 121.75 of the Revised Code.
5. Add new language that repeats federal circular requirements for AAAs to
place spending limits on cost-reimbursement provider agreements.
6. Clarify that an AAA may not enter into a multi-year provider agreement that
has extends into the future past the date that the AAA's area plan expires.

173-3-09
ODA is proposing to amend the rule to:
1. Replace two occurrences of “he/she” with “the provider.”
2. Replace “request” with “requests” in paragraph (A) of the rule.
3. Delete the requirement for providers to request hearings from ODA via
certified mail.
Increase the processing time from 30 to 90 days to accommodate factors
beyond ODA’s control such as the time a provider’s attorney or an AAA takes
to supply ODA with information. [In response to a comment received during
the public-comment period, ODA no longer proposes to increase the
processing time. Additionally, ODA proposes to make it clear that this does
not regard processing, but scheduling of the hearing.4
4. Clarify that paragraph (C)(3) refers to scheduling a hearing, not processing a
request. Therefore, ODA is changing the sub-title to the paragraph
accordingly, and retaining the current language that requires ODA to
schedule the request no later than 30 days after the date that ODA receives
the request. This is in response to the public-comment period.
5. Convert all uses of “business days” in this rule to “days” which are easier to
count. However, ODA is also proposing to extend any deadline that falls on a
weekend or holiday to the business day that immediately follows the deadline.
This is in response to a comment ODA received during the public-comment
period.

4

This change is in response to the public-comment period.
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2. Please list the Ohio statute authorizing the Agency to adopt this regulation.


Section 173.392 of the Revised Code requires ODA to adopt rules to do the
following: (1) govern provider agreements between ODA (or ODA’s designee)
and providers and (2) govern payment for community-based long-term care
services when a provider performs those services through a program that
does not involve provider certification, including Older Americans Act
programs.



Section 173.01 of the Revised Code gives ODA general authority to adopt
rules to “govern the operation of services and facilities for the elderly that are
provided, operated, contracted for, or supported by the department.”



Section 173.02 of the Revised Code give ODA general authority to adopt
rules to regulate services provided through programs that it administers,
including rules that “develop and strengthen the services available” for Ohio’s
aging.

3. Does the regulation implement a federal requirement? Is the proposed regulation being
adopted or amended to enable the state to obtain or maintain approval to administer
and enforce a federal law or to participate in a federal program?
If yes, please briefly explain the source and substance of the federal requirement.


Section 305(a)(1)(C) of the Older Americans Act of 1965, 79 Stat. 210, 42
U.S.C. 3001, as amended in 2006, authorizes ODA, ODA, as the state’s
designated sole state agency (cf., Section 173.01 of the Revised Code) to
adopt policies to be responsible for “policy development ... of all State
activities related to the objective of [the] Act.”



Section 306(a)(7)(B)(ii) of the Older Americans Act of 1965, 79 Stat. 210, 42
U.S.C. 3001, as amended in 2006, requires AAAs to “facilitate the provision,
by service providers, of long-term care in home and community-based
settings.”



45 C.F.R. 1321.11 (October 1, 2013 edition) authorizes ODA, as the state’s
unit on aging (cf., Section 173.01 of the Revised Code) to adopt policies to
implement the provisions of the Older Americans Act.



45 C.F.R. 74.43 and 45 C.F.R. 92.36 (October 1, 2013 edition) require all
programs operating on federal funds, including Older Americans Act funds, to
use open and free competition when procuring services from providers.
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4. If the regulation includes provisions not specifically required by the federal
government, please explain the rationale for exceeding the federal requirement.

173-3-05 (primary rule of 4-rule package)
For any AAA that chooses to enter into a provide agreement without using open and
free competition, ODA is requiring AAAs to provide evidence that there is no
competition. This places no adverse impact upon providers. Instead, it is a protection
to promote open and free competition for provider agreements.
It may appear that the rule requires the non-profit AAAs to follow the spelled-out
standards for government AAAs. However, that is not the case. All but 2 AAAs are
non-profit agencies that ODA designated as its AAAs. These AAAs are responsible
to foster open and free competition for provider agreements according to 42 C.F.R.
74.43 (October 1, 2013 edition). The remaining 2 AAAs are government agencies
that ODA designated as its AAAs. These AAAs are responsible to foster open and
free competition for provider agreements according to 42 C.F.R., Part 92 (October 1,
2013 edition). Although 42 C.F.R. 92.36 is more specific than 42 C.F.R. Part 74.43,
it is generally understood that the requirements in both are equal.

173-3-01
This rule does not contain provisions that exceed federal law.

173-3-04
The rule does not allow AAAs to reimburse providers for the goods and services
they provide except as agreed upon in the provider agreement. This protects
providers from deceptive bidding practices. If a provider wins a provider agreement
over another provider, then asks the AAA to for higher reimbursement rates, the
provider may have attempted to deceive the AAA with its low bid. If a provider
cannot continue to provide a service at the rate it has agreed to accept in the
provider agreement, the AAA needs to open a bidding period to allow the provider to
compete again with other providers. Other providers may be able to provide the
service for a lower price. Ultimately, this does not create an adverse impact upon
providers because (1) providers are paid the amount they asked to be paid in their
bid and (2) if a provider submitted a deceptive bid to win, but later reveals that the
service cannot be provider for the price that was bid, all interested providers have an
opportunity to bid to furnish the goods or services again.
The rule prohibits AAAs from entering into multi-year provider agreements that are in
effect for more than a 4-year period. Otherwise, there would be no opportunity for
providers to compete for provider agreements to furnish goods and services. Section
306 of the Older Americans Act requires each AAA adopt an area plan that it follows
to develop “a comprehensive, coordinated system for providing long-term care in
home and community-based settings, in a manner responsive to the needs and
preferences of older individuals and their family caregivers, by...collaborating,
coordinating activities, and consulting with other local public and private agencies
and organizations responsible for administering programs, benefits, and services
related to providing long-term care.” Because the section also requires the AAAs to
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adopt an area plan at least once every 4 years, ODA believes that this also limits the
ability to enter into a multi-year provider agreement to four years.

173-3-09
This rule does not exceed federal law.
5. What is the public purpose for this regulation (i.e., why does the Agency feel that there
needs to be any regulation in this area at all)?
The rules have multiple public purposes, including:


ODA is required to comply with state statutes that require ODA to adopt rules
that govern provider agreements. Please see ODA’s response to question #2
on this BIA.



ODA is required to comply with federal rules that require open and free
competition. Please see ODA’s response to question #3 on this BIA.



Open and free competition spurs innovation. A provider who finds ways to
furnish a higher-quality service at a lower-price than another provider is the
provider who should win an open and free competition for a provider
agreement. As ODA stated under question #1 of this BIA, the requirements
for AAAs to practice open and free competition protect providers from losing
business to cronyism, nepotism, conflicting interests, and to an AAA giving
itself a “provider agreement” instead of issuing a RFP.

6. How will the Agency measure the success of this regulation in terms of outputs and/or
outcomes?
ODA will monitor the AAAs for compliance.
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Development of the Regulation
7. Please list the stakeholders included by the Agency in the development or initial review
of the draft regulation.
If applicable, please include the date and medium by which the stakeholders were initially
contacted.
ODA contacted a significant number of stakeholders on multiple occasions to seek
input on this rule.
On March 15, 2013, ODA wrote an email to the agencies that enter into provider
agreements through competitive bidding as ODA’s designees. ODA asked the Ohio
Association of Area Agencies on Aging if they had any suggestions for improving the
rules in light of the 5-year rule review.
On April 11, 2013, ODA made a presentation to a monthly meeting of the Ohio
Association of Senior Centers about the Common-Sense Initiative and ODA’s
pending rule projects, including this rule project.
On June 4, 2013, ODA wrote an email to the providers and provider associations
that bid to compete for provider agreements. ODA asked an assortment of providers
and provider associations for any suggestions for improving the rules while they are
under the 5-year rule review. ODA emailed the Ohio Council for Home Care and
Hospice, Midwest Care Alliance, Simply-EZ Home-Delivered Meals, Mobile Meals of
Toledo, LifeCare Alliance, Ohio Association of Senior Centers, Legal Aid of Western
Ohio, Senior Resource Connection, Sycamore Senior Center, Wesley Community
Services, Lorain County Office on Aging, and the Ohio Association of Medical
Equipment Suppliers.
On September 13, ODA wrote an email to 9 providers of various types of long-term
care services in both rural and urban settings. ODA surveyed the providers for a
snapshot on the administrative hours various employees spent on developing bids
for provider agreements.
Additionally, before ODA filed the rules with the Joint Committee on Agency Rule
Review (JCARR) to begin the legislature’s formal rule-review process, ODA
published the rule proposals and this BIA on its website for a public-comment period.
The period began on February 4 and ended on February 16.5
8. What input was provided by the stakeholders, and how did that input affect the draft
regulation being proposed by the Agency?
On April 2, 2013, the Ohio Association of Area Agencies on Aging said they “[didn’t]
have any comments on these rules at this time.”

5

However, ODA continued to public the rule proposals on its website until at least February 27, 2014.
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On April 11, 2013, ODA made a presentation to a monthly meeting of the Ohio
Association of Senior Centers about the Common-Sense Initiative and ODA’s
pending rule projects, including this rule project. Although the senior centers
commented on other rule projects, no senior center raised a concern about these
rules.
On June 5, 2013, Senior Resource Connections wrote, “If it is definitively known
prior to the bid process that there will be only one provider available for the service.
Is it possible to create a more concise version of a provider proposal? For example
we are presently providing HDM and congregate under Title III in 4 counties under a
3 year agreement. We picked up 2 of the counties on this last go around due to
[another provider] deciding to leave that service. I believe we were required to
submit complete proposals on all which is 2 x 4. As you know there is a fair amount
redundancy involved. I was wondering if there would be a way to eliminate some of
that if that situation arises again. Other than that question we are fairly [accustomed]
to the format as it is written now.”
On June 5, 2013, ODA responded to Senior Resource Connection by saying,
“Paragraph (F)(1)(a) of Rule 173-3-05 of the Administrative Code says that an AAA
is not required to use the competitive-bidding process if the service for which they
want to obtain is available from only one source.” The proposed new version of rule
173-3-05 of the Administrative Code would not eliminate this exception.
On June 7, 2013, Wesley Community Services said, “I reviewed the proposed rule
changes and they appear to be reasonable.”
On September 13 and 16, ODA received responses from 7 of the 9 providers that
ODA emailed on September 13. The providers 7 providers detailed administrative
expenses to prepare bids.6
During ODA’s online public-comment period, ODA did not receive any comments
from any businesses mentioned above, nor any other businesses. However, ODA
did receive comments from some of its designees, the area agencies on aging.
These comments were organized by the Ohio Association for Area Agencies on
Aging. ODA lists the comments and ODA’s responses below.
COMMENT

RESPONSE

173-3-01 (B)(4): “Section (B)(4) has been removed
because it is, “no longer defined in Revised Code”.
Although “assistance with self- administration of
medication” is no longer defined in ORC, shouldn’t it
still be present here and defined to provide clarification
regarding what that activity entails since it is still a task
identified in the Personal Care rule (OAC 173-306.5)?” [AAA5]

Because the Board of Nursing is the authority on scope
of practice for licensed vs., unlicensed persons, ODA
now proposes to say, “’Assistance with selfadministration of medication’ has the same meaning as
in paragraph (C) of rule 4723-13-02 of the
Administrative Code when the assistance is provided
by an unlicensed person.”

6

See ODA’s response to question #14C of this BIA for details.
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COMMENT

RESPONSE

173-3-04 (H)(2):
“We agree with the intent of the rule, which is to
assure competition by limiting the length of a multiyear provider agreement; however, the proposed
revised
language
creates
an
unnecessary
administrative burden on the providers and our AAA.
Our Title III provider agreements are for 3 years, while
our approved area plan is a 4-year plan. Obviously, the
two periods will not always synchronize and as a
result, our provider agreements can periodically span
two area plans. We respectfully request that you retain
the wording “ . . . more than a four year period,” to
provide maximum flexibility to AAAs in administering
provider agreements that are less than four years in
length.” [AAA2]

An AAA has no authority to into a provider agreement
that extends into a period of time that is not covered by
an AAA’s area plan. The purpose of an area plan is for
an AAA to solicit public input on what the needs of
seniors are in each planning and service area and,
from that input, develop an area plan to address those
needs.

“2014 is the first year of a new 4-year contract cycle
for us (we issued a 4 year RFP in 2013). We will need
to issue an RFP again in 2017. The new area plan
cycle will be for 2015-2018. so it sounds like we can
only issue that RFP in 2017 for 1 contract year (2018)
to coincide with the last year of our area plan. We
would then need to issue another RFP in 2018 that
would then cover the new 4 year area plan cycle of
2019-2022.” [AAA6]
173-3-05: “A typo noted in section (B)(3)(d) – “aware”
should be “award”. A typo noted in section (C)(2)(a) –
in fourth line “form” should be “from”.” [AAA5]
173-3-09: “Section (C)(3) has increased scheduling of
the hearing from thirty days to no later than ninety
days. This section does not include “business” or
“calendar”. The timeframe has also been increased in
section (C)(5) and identified as business days. When
considering the maximum time possible, that extends
to 18 weeks or longer in both sections. This seems to
be a long period.” [AAA5]

ODA will make these corrections before filing the rules
with JCARR.
ODA now proposes to clarify that paragraph (C)(3)
refers to scheduling a hearing, not processing a
request. Therefore, ODA is changing the sub-title to
the paragraph accordingly, and retaining the current
language that requires ODA to schedule the request
no later than 30 days after the date that ODA receives
the request.
Additionally, ODA is now proposing to convert all uses
of “business days” in this rule to “days” which are
easier to count. However, ODA is also proposing to
extend any deadline that falls on a weekend or holiday
to the business day that immediately follows the
deadline.

During the public-comment period, ODA also received additional internal inquiry,
which led to the realization that the term “focal point” is not used in Chapter 173-3 of
the Administrative Code. Therefore, ODA now proposes to delete the definition of
“focal point” from rule 173-3-01 of the Administrative Code.7
9. What scientific data was used to develop the rule or the measurable outcomes of the
rule? How does this data support the regulation being proposed?
ODA used statistics from the Bureau of Labor Statistics to develop the calculations
for its response to question #14c.8
7

ODA later determined that the chapter does use “focal point” and, therefore, made no effort to delete the definition.
United States Department of Labor: Bureau of Labor Statistics. May, 2012 Occupational Employment Statistics for Ohio.
www.bls.gov.
8
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ODA used the Wisconsin Dept. of Public Instruction’s explanations of the different
methods for procuring federal funds to explain the same in this document.9
10. What alternative regulations (or specific provisions within the regulation) did the
Agency consider, and why did it determine that these alternatives were not
appropriate? If none, why didn’t the Agency consider regulatory alternatives?
As ODA mentioned in its response to question #8 of this BIA, Senior Resource
Connection asked if the process for open and free competition could be eliminated if
it is clear that only one provider is capable of performing the service the AAA wants
to procure.
ODA instructed Senior Resource Connection that paragraph (F)(1)(a) of currentlyeffective rule 173-3-05 of the Administrative Code says that an AAA is not required
to use the competitive-bidding process if the service for which they want to obtain is
available from only one source.” The proposed new version of rule 173-3-05 of the
Administrative Code would not eliminate this exception.
11. Did the Agency specifically consider a performance-based regulation? Please
explain.
Performance-based regulations define the required outcome, but don’t dictate
the process the regulated stakeholders must use to achieve compliance.
Rule 173-3-05 of the Administrative Code expounds upon federal rules that require
ODA’s designees, the AAAs, to use open and free competition without dictating to
providers how to develop the bids. Awarding provider agreements to providers who
win bids is, in a sense, a performance-based regulation.
Furthermore, ODA has reduced the burden on its designees, the AAAs, in part, by
rescinding the current version of rule 173-3-05 of the Administrative Code and by
adopting a proposed new rule of the same number that no longer has language to
instruct AAAs how to conduct sealed-bidding procurement.
12. What measures did the Agency take to ensure that this regulation does not duplicate an
existing Ohio regulation?
Section 173.01 of the Revised Code says that ODA is “the sole state agency to
administer funds granted by the federal government under the "Older Americans Act
of 1965," 79 Stat. 219, 42 U.S.C. 3001, as amended.” Therefore, no other state
agency has authorization to adopt such a regulation.
13. Please describe the Agency’s plan for implementation of the regulation, including any
measures to ensure that the regulation is applied consistently and predictably for the
regulated community.
9
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ODA posts all proposed and currently-effective rules on its website.
(http://aging.ohio.gov/information/rules/default.aspx) Before a rule takes effect, ODA
posts it on its website and sends an email to any subscriber of our rule notification
service.
Through its regular monitoring activities under rule 173-2-07 of the Administrative
Code, ODA will work with its designees, the AAAs, to ensure that the regulation is
applied uniformly.
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Adverse Impact to Business
14. Provide a summary of the estimated cost of compliance with the rule. Specifically,
please do the following:
a. Identify the scope of the impacted business community;
As previously mentioned in ODA’s response to item #1 of this BIA, the goal of
open and free competition is to allow businesses that innovate to offer good
services at the lower prices to win competitions to obtain the state’s business.
Because the competition is open and free, any provider of long-term care
services that seeks to enter into a provider agreement with an area agency on
aging (AAA) must compete with other providers to obtain the provider
agreement. Therefore, any provider could be part of the impacted business
community.
b. Identify the nature of the adverse impact (e.g., license fees, fines, employer time for
compliance); and
173-3-05 (primary rule of 4-rule package)
The adverse impact of proposed new rule 173-3-05 of the Administrative
Code falls into 2 categories: (1) failure to obtain a provider agreement and (2)
administrative costs.
FAILURE TO OBTAIN A PROVIDER AGREEMENT
Before ODA will allow AAAs to pay a provider to furnish services to
consumers using Older Americans Act funds, the AAAs must procure the
services through an open and free competitive process. The competition
itself is not an adverse impact, unless a provider a provider loses a
competition and is unable to enter into a provider agreement.
Fortunately, providers who lose a competitive process can remain in
business by serving consumers with goods and services that are
financed by private funds, by Medicaid-funded programs that ODA
administers that operate on an any-willing-provider basis, by Medicare,
by VA, or by a state-administered program that is administered by a
state agency other than ODA, such as a program for individuals with
developmental disabilities.
Additionally, AAAs are in the business of fostering the long-term care
industry. AAAs award multiple provider agreements to comply with
section 306(a)(7) of the Older Americans Act of 1965, as amended in
2006. The section requires each AAA to “facilitate the area-wide
development and implementation of a comprehensive, coordinated
system for providing long-term care in home and community-based
settings, in a manner responsive to the needs and preferences of older
individuals and their family caregivers, by...collaborating, coordinating
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activities, and consulting with other local public and private agencies and
organizations responsible for administering programs, benefits, and
services related to providing long-term care.” The practice of awarding
multiple provider agreements gives seniors options that facilitate personcentered care and assures that back-up options are available if one
provider reaches maximum capacity for consumers.
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
The nature of the adverse impact that one generally associates with
open and free competition is the administrative time necessary to
develop a bid to submit to the AAA. A bid is necessary in order to
compete with other providers for a provider agreement.
This type of adverse impact will vary greatly depending upon the cost of
the volume of goods and services the AAA is procuring. If the AAA is
procuring goods or services that cost less than $100,00010, the AAA can
use small-purchase procurement.
For routine, commercial type purchases, comparing price or rate quotes obtained
from an adequate number of qualified vendors is sufficient price analysis. If the
small purchase is for professional or technical services, or the [AAA] needs to
evaluate other factors than price, then at least a limited cost analysis is
appropriate. In either case, the [AAA’s] analysis should include comparing the
proposed prices to past prices it has paid for the same or similar items or
services.11

For example, if the AAA is procuring plumbing services that cost less
than $100,000, the AAA may obtain estimates from 3 plumbers. This
would only require the plumber to develop an estimate, which is what
plumbers routinely do for every plumbing service.
Please refer to the attached request for proposals (or “RFP”) document
to see that many of the allotments to some Ohio counties do not add up
to $100,000. This means the small-purchase procurement method
mentioned in this rule should provide a simpler way for the AAA to
handle smaller purchases rather than to issue an RFP for a sealedbidding process. The federal rules still require open and free
competition. What is different is that ODA’s rule now allows the AAA to
use the small-purchase method for open and free competition, which sis
a simpler method.
Please refer to the August, 2011 request for proposals from AAA9 that is
attached to this BIA. Because the allotments for funds in most counties
in PSA9 are less than $100,000, most provider agreements are also for
less than $100,000. This means that adding the small-purchase
10

If the good or services being procured cost less than the federal simplified acquisition threshold defined in 41 USC 134
(October 1, 2013), which is currently $100,000, the AAA shall obtain price or rate quotes from an adequate number of bidders
who are qualified to provide the goods or services.
11
Wisconsin Dept. of Public Instruction: Special Education Team. Untitled. © November 8, 2011. Pg., 14.
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procurement method to the rule should reduce the regulatory burden on
the AAAs. The rule would allow AAA9 to use a small-purchase
procurement method for provider agreements for less than $100,000.
If the AAA is trying to procure goods or services that cost at least
$100,000, it the AAA must allow providers to compete through sealed
bidding or competitive proposals.
[Sealed bidding] is the preferred method for contracting for supplies, equipment
and construction. Normally, the competitive pricing forces of the marketplace
determine the reasonableness of the low price obtained through sealed bidding.
12

[Competitive proposals help to] determine the reasonableness of proposed costs,
cost breakdowns must be obtained from the potential contractors showing all the
elements of their proposed total costs. A cost analysis must be performed for
each proposal. All proposed costs contained in each potential contractor’s price
must be analyzed. 13

Likewise, procurement by sealed bidding or competitive proposals has a
greater adverse impact upon businesses than small-purchase
procurement. Providers who want a provider agreement to furnish goods
or service costing at least $100,000 must submit a formal bid to the AAA
that is procuring the service.
The complexity of formal bids varies depending upon the complexity of
the goods or services the AAA is procuring. It is generally assumed that
there is a positive correlation between (1) simple goods and services
and a simple effort to calculate a bid and (2) complex goods and
services (e.g., therapeutic meals) and a complex effort to calculate a bid.
173-3-01
This rule creates no adverse impact for a provider because it merely
introduces Chapter 173-3 of the Administrative Code and defines terms used
in the chapter. Furthermore, within the rule is the definition of “consumer’s
signature,” which makes it clear to providers that any place in Chapter 173-3
of the Administrative Code that requires a consumer’s signature allows for
“consumer’s signatures” as defined by rule 173-3-01 of the Administrative
Code. This allows providers to use service-verification software instead of
asking frail, elderly consumers to sign for the services they receive.
173-3-04
This rule creates no adverse impact for a provider. Instead it is a rule that
regulates ODA’s designees, the AAAs.
173-3-09
12
13
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As previously stated, rule 173-3-09 of the Administrative Code regulates
appeals for when a bidder doesn’t win a provider agreement with an area
agency on aging (AAA) and has already appealed the matter to the AAA. For
a provider that appeals to ODA after a negative decision over an appeal to
the AAA, the provider’s adverse impact could vary greatly. The factors for
determining an adverse impact would revolve around the following
dichotomies: (1) appeal/don’t appeal, (2) attorney/no attorney, (3) in-house
counsel/contracted counsel, and (4) simple issues/complex issues.
Appeals made to ODA under rule 173-3-09 of the Administrative Code are not
hearings under Chapter 119. of the Revised Code. The rule does not require
a provider to appeal or to be represented by counsel at an appeals hearing
with ODA. However, corporations may need to be represented at ODA’s
hearings by a licensed attorney as a matter of Ohio law, but as a requirement
of the rule.
Appeals hearings under rule 173-3-09 of the Administrative Code are formal
opportunities to complain about an AAA’s practices in regards to provider
agreements. However, it is not a true adjudication. ODA is not a party to the
provider agreements, which are between AAAs and providers. However, ODA
could, as a result of a hearing, decide that an AAA inappropriately denied a
provider agreement. In that case, ODA would disallow the AAA’s costs under
the awarded provider agreement and the AAA would be given the opportunity
to appeal ODA’s decision.
c. Quantify the expected adverse impact from the regulation.
The adverse impact can be quantified in terms of dollars, hours to comply, or other
factors; and may be estimated for the entire regulated population or for a
“representative business.” Please include the source for your information/estimated
impact.
173-3-05: Survey
On September 13, 2013, ODA surveyed a variety of providers who submit
bids to AAAs for provider agreements to provide long-term care services
costing at least $100,000. The amount of time the providers reported that they
spent developing their bids varied, as follows:


49 Hours: A rural provider of multiple services said, “I put 35 real
hours of my time. I kept track this year. Also two other employees
spent 10 hours and 4 hours respectively. They were my Community
Services Director and my Administrative Assistant. We spent 49 hours
including downloading, form filling, researching, proof reading and
delivering the proposals. The last time it took much more time because
our AAA went with a new system. Having done it once, the second
time went more smoothly.”
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1.5 Hours (Because Majority of Bid Was Prepared by
Administrator): An urban provider of one service that is part of a
nationwide organization that operates many adult day centers said,
“Those contracts/grants were handled by an Administrator and we’re
not that involved since most of the supporting documentation existed
already...1-1½ hours.” ODA is not aware of the administrative burden
of the administrator.



48 Hours: A rural provider of multiple services, including meals,
provided a table with the following estimate:
CEO
Director of Food Services
Director of Fiscal and Facility Operations
Secretarial Support

8 hours
20 hours
8 hours
12 hours



80 Hours: An urban provider of multiple services, including meals,
said, “Depending on the extent of the contract, I would spend the
majority of the time in preparation, with financial input from our
controller, on any contract. Usually it is probably 80 or so hours for our
RFP process with [the AAA]. It could be more depending on the
complexity.”



12 Hours: A large, regional provider that focuses its business on
providing a single service said, “The only bid we’ve really done...was
the first one we’ve done, so may not be as accurate. I’d say it took 12
hours total – my time, CEO’s time, VPs’ time. I think grants and other
bids are probably more.”



140 Hours: A rural provider of multiple services, including meals, said
that the amount of administrative time needed to develop a bid
depends on which service the bid pertains to and what procurement
method is involved. The provider estimated these as its averages:
CEO
Department Managers/Other Staff
Lawyer

65-112 hours
10-25 hours
2-3 hours

173-3-05: Survey Conclusions
The results of ODA’s September 13 survey show patterns that help to predict
the adverse impact a provider faces when it bids for a provider agreement.


More Services  More Adverse Impact: Providers who only
furnished one type of service spent considerably less time developing
a bid. Multi-purpose senior centers and other providers of multiple
services spend considerably greater time developing a bid.
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CEOs: All providers reported that the CEO is the most-involved
employee in bid development. Thus, the person who is probably the
highest-paid employee is at the center of bid development.



Executive Staff: Most providers reported that vice-presidents, fiscal
officers, department directors, and department managers are also
involved in bid development. For the purposes of this BIA, ODA will
assume that



Administrative/Professional Staff:
o No providers itemized any professional occupations as involved
in developing bids other than one provider who uses a lawyer.
o One provider clearly delineated “secretarial support” and
another combined “other staff” with “department managers.”
o No provider reported using fundraisers (i.e., “grant writers”).

173-3-05: Worst-Case Scenario
The accounts providers furnished varied too much to use them for making
averages. Instead, to account for the magnitude of the adverse impact, ODA
has compiled a worst-case scenario. Based upon the survey’s results, the
worst-case scenario requires as much administrative time as the greatest
amount of time that any provider reported. ODA has listed the scenario in the
table below along with wage information from BLS for Ohio.14
BLS
11-1011
11-1021
43-1011
23-1011

Occupation
CEO
GM15
Admin Support
Lawyer

Mean Wage
$84.72/hr.
$51.32/hr.
$23.46.hr.
$53.76/hr.

Hours
40hrs.
20hrs.
12hrs.
3hrs.

Cost
$3,389
$1,026
$282
$161
$4,858

In the worst-case scenario, a provider would accumulate $4,858 in
administrative expenses in order to bid for a provider agreement of at least
$100,000. If the provider agreement in this worst-case scenario was for only
$100,000, the provider would have expended administrative time to gain the
provider agreement that was valued at approximately less than 5% of the
provider agreement’s value.
173-3-01
14

United States Department of Labor: Bureau of Labor Statistics. May, 2012 Occupational Employment Statistics for Ohio.
www.bls.gov.
15
A director of food services is likely to be a dietitian. BLS (United States Department of Labor: Bureau of Labor Statistics.
May, 2012 Occupational Employment Statistics for Ohio. www.bls.gov.) reports that a dietitian (29-1031) made $24.29/hr.
Because no provider reported using a dietitian to develop an RFP, but instead listed a “director of food service,” which could
be a dietitian, ODA will consider the higher pay of a general manager (GM) as the director’s pay.
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This rule creates no adverse impact.
173-3-04
This rule creates no adverse impact.
173-3-09
ODA has received a request for a hearing under rule 173-3-09 of the
Administrative Code about once every two years. Attorneys represented
about half of the providers who requested hearings. The represented
providers would have spent varying amounts on attorneys due to (1) the
relationship to the attorney and (2) the length of the hearing.


In-house counsel represented some providers while attorneys on a
retainer represented other providers.



The length of ODA’s hearings has varied from hearing to hearing
depending on the complexity of the issues. Most hearings have lasted
no more than 2 hours. However, one hearing lasted for 2 days.

15. Why did the Agency determine that the regulatory intent justifies the adverse impact to
the regulated business community?
ODA justifies the adverse impact of bidding for provider agreements because open
and free competition spurs innovation. A provider who finds ways to furnish a higherquality service at a lower-price than another provider is the provider who should win
an open and free competition for a provider agreement. As ODA stated under
question #1 of this BIA, the requirements for AAAs to practice open and free
competition protect providers from losing business to cronyism, nepotism, conflicting
interests, and to an AAA giving itself a “provider agreement” instead of issuing a
RFP.
Additionally, ODA justifies the adverse impact of bidding for provider agreements
because the federal laws that ODA cited under question #3 of this BIA require open
and free competition.
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Regulatory Flexibility
16. Does the regulation provide any exemptions or alternative means of compliance for
small businesses? Please explain.
Neither the Older Americans Act or section 173.392 of the Revised Code, authorize
ODA to adopt rules that create different standards for provider agreements based
upon the size of a provider’s workforce.
Additionally, most providers of long-term care services are small businesses.
17. How will the agency apply Ohio Revised Code section 119.14 (waiver of fines and
penalties for paperwork violations and first-time offenders) into implementation of the
regulation?
ODA will comply with section 119.14 of the Revised Code by exempting from
penalties an act of non-compliance with the rules for first-time paperwork violations,
so long as the first notice of the non-compliance does not reveal a significant pattern
of non-compliance. In this case, the exemption would apply to AAAs, not to the
providers. Rules 173-3-01, 173-3-04, and 173-3-05 of the Administrative Code
regulate the AAA in regards to how it enters into provider agreements. The rules
don’t regulate providers. Therefore, ODA does not penalize a provider based upon
those rules and would not need to issue an exemption from penalties.
Rule 173-3-09 of the Administrative Code does regulate providers by establishing
the process for a provider to take if the provider appeals to ODA regarding an
adverse action after already appealing to an AAA. The rule defines “adverse action:
as “an AAA's action concerning a particular provider to not award a provider
agreement to that provider; to prematurely terminate a provider agreement with that
provider; or to not renew a multi-year provider agreement with that provider for the
second, third, or fourth year of the provider agreement.” Therefore, the rule is related
to penalties that could be exempted if they are for first-time paperwork violations.
However, the adverse action that would be exempted would regard a failure to
comply with a rule other than rule 173-3-09 of the Administrative Code. Instead, it
would regard rules 173-3-06 or 173-3-07 of the Administrative Code or any rule in
Chapters 173-3 or 173-4 of the Administrative Code that regulates a service that a
provider furnishes.
18. What resources are available to assist small businesses with compliance of the
regulation?
The staff at Area Agencies on Aging (AAAs) and ODA are available to help directcare providers of any size with their questions about the statutes and rules.
Providers may address their questions to the AAAs or to ODA, including ODA’s
regulatory ombudsman.
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On June 6, 2013, AAA9 said the following in reference to providers who are
preparing bids to respond to RFPs “Technical Assistance is always available during
any point in the process.”
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2012-2013 AAA9 Title III & State Block Grant Application – Instructions

2011 Federal
Poverty Level
Annual Income
,45B95B835

% Gross Yearly Income

%N5

'N5

'"%N5

'%N5

'%N5

"N5

""%N5

"%N5

!N5
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23222B451CD22

23222B15D6422
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B2
92
C2
A2
82
D2
62
22

23221C5D1422
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2322216596622

23222BB548A22
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23222222B65BB922

232229D589422

23222CD549622

23222A85CCA22

232228A56A922

2322287581822

23222DA5B8422

232226C588622

232227C54DA22 23222211B567422
22

Monthly
income
<%&614D6

12
B2
92
C2
A2
82
D2
62

% Gross Monthly Income
9;=6

988=6

97;=6

9;8=6

99;=6

98;=6

788=6

77;=6

7;8=6

:88=6

23222222274622

232222222222286122

23222222274622

23222221519C22

23222221598122

232222215A6622

2322222158D722

23222221561A22
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2322222D54A822
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232222222275C4622

2322229519822
2322222222B59AB22
23222229519822
2322222957B422
2322222C5D4C22
Source: Federal Register Vol. 76,No.13, January 20, 2011, pp. 3637-3638.

Monthly and yearly percentage data calculated by AAA9 and rounded to the nearest dollar.
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